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Related: Biltmore's legendary Christmas tree farm becomes virtual this year In fact, more European Christmas markets have been cancelled no, and it's likely that even more will be cancelled as the season progresses (contingent, of course, on the coronavirus situation in each country). Keep in mind that markets that expect to open are
likely to look different this year to adapt to the new normal. While the cancellation of these ramparts of the Yuletide cheer is sad, remember that it is for our common security – and that the true spirit of the holiday season lives within each of us. Then, discover your collection of glühwein commemorative mugs, look for a classic gingerbread
recipe, and recreate your favorite European vacation tradition at home as you look forward to the return of moving holiday encounters in the future. The situation on the Christmas market in Austria varies: some are moving forward with additional precautions in place, while others are being cancelled for the year. So far, Christmas markets
in Vienna seem to be underway: the Viennese Dream Christmas Market in front of city hall is expected to start on November 13, and the Christmas village at belvedere Palace is scheduled from November 20 to December 26, 2020. In Salzburg, the Christmas market in the city center is scheduled from 19 November to 26 December, but
unfortunately, the magic of Advent in Hellbrunn, the Advent of Stern and the winter market, the Advent of villages, the Advent market of St. Leonhard and the Advent market in Hohenwerfen Castle have all been cancelled. There have been many Christmas market cancellations in England and across the UK, including bristol christmas
market, stratford-upon-avon Christmas market, Bournemouth Christmas tree wonderland and Hyde Park winter wonderland in London. Originally, the Edinburgh Christmas market caused controversy when officials planned to proceed, but the festival has since gone digital. Aberdeen Christmas Village and Perth Winter Festival have both
been cancelled. In Wales, the Winter Fair and singing service at Aberglasney Gardens and blaenavon Christmas market have been cancelled. However, the Swansea and Cardiff Christmas markets are still ongoing for now. One of Italy's most famous holiday events - the Christmas market in Trento, the Christmas city - will not take place
in 2020. The Christmas markets in Bolzano, Cimego, Eggental, Glurns and Gröden have also been cancelled. However, the Christmas markets in Milan, Venice and Florence seem to be proceeding. This year, the Nuremberg Christmas Market - one of germany's oldest, dating back to the 1600s - was cancelled for the first time in 73
years. But it is not the only one: other large markets, including the Phantastischer Lichter Weihnachtsmarkt in Dortmund, the Frankfurt Christmas market, the Dresden Christmas market and Weihnachtsmarkt am Gendarmenmarkt in Berlin, have been cancelled for 2020. Many Christmas markets in Munich were also called out, including
the Christkindlmarkt, Chinese Tower Christmas Market, Tollwood Winter Festival and the market at Munich International Airport. There are some smaller Christmas markets in Berlin, Franconia, Hamburg, Koblenz and other regions that plan to proceed, but in scaled-down versions with fewer crowds and more space requirements. There
may also be food stalls and mulled wine scattered around some cities. In Paris, the iconic Jardin des Tuileries Christmas market has been cancelled for 2020, as have the Christmas markets of Arras, Grenoble, Lille and Provins. Colmar's Christmas market has also been officially cancelled. However, some Christmas markets are expected
to open in the Alsace region, including the Christmas market in Strasbourg (the capital of Christmas). Some Christmas markets in Prague are apparently in 2020, while others have been cancelled. Major markets, including Old Town Square, Wenceslas Square and Republic Square in Prague, will not take place this year. At the time of
publication, the fate of prague castle's Christmas market 2020 still remains in the air. Those who make the trip to Prague will still be able to enjoy the presence of the traditional Christmas tree in Old Town Square, but without the usual surrounding festive stalls. Most Christmas markets across Belgium have been cancelled, according to the
Belgian government, but the famous Winter Wonders event in Brussels seems to be proceeding cautiously. For now, the festivities will also continue at christmas markets in Basel and Zurich, Switzerland. By Ludwig BurgerFRANKFURT, 29 Oct. (Reuters) - A strain of coronavirus that emerged in Spain in June has spread across Europe
and now makes up a large percentage of infections in several countries, researchers said, highlighting the role of travel in the pandemic and the need to track mutations. The variant, which has not been found intrinsically more dangerous, was first identified among agricultural workers in spain's eastern regions of Aragon and Catalonia.In
the past two months, it has accounted for nearly 90% of new infections in Spain, according to the research paper, written by seven researchers with the support of Swiss and Spanish public sector scientific institutions. It has been published on a so-called prepress server and has yet to be peer-reviewed for publication in a scientific journal.
The strain crossed European borders and accounted for 40-70% of new infections in Switzerland, Ireland and the UK in September, they found. Scientists have claimed that the characteristic mutation of the strain did not give it any apparent advantage and its success may be due to the people who caught it first being mobile and sociable.
But in some places outside Spain the journey of the variant has developed its own dynamic, indicating that it may have a transmission advantage. Its frequency in the UK continued to increase even after trips without quarantine were and the main summer travel period ended. So this variant could transmit faster than competing variants,
the researchers wrote. Efforts to sequence viral genomes differ widely across Europe, limiting their research, they said. The rapid rise of these variants in Europe highlights the importance of genomic surveillance of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic... it is imperative to understand if the new variants have an impact on the severity of the disease.
The World Health Organization said in July that there was no evidence that mutations in the virus had led to more serious diseases. He formed a working group to better understand how mutations behave. All viruses only make imperfect copies of themselves when infecting a host, but the tendency to this random drift varies between virus
classes. Coronaviruses, which were also the basis of the 2002-2004 SARS outbreak, are known to be more stable, for example, than seasonal flu, which requires a new vaccine every year. (Reporting by Ludwig Burger Editing by Alexandra Hudson) How much will you get and when? What about President Trump's opposition? Analysts
favor companies that provide electric vehicle manufacturers or develop technologies to support infrastructure and autonomous driving. Now the bad news: – Aside from the Expected Social Security (about $1,300/month if I wait until full retirement age, $1,200/month if I retire at 65), I have no pension or other income streams. I don't have
an impressive work resume that could lead to a lucrative job in retirement. Is there a way to make $500,000 of savings last, especially given the context of incredibly low interest rates? Investor's Business DailySe the best tech stocks to buy and watch are strong price performers with healthy fundamentals, thanks to a new product or
service that is driving growth. (Bloomberg) - Chinese regulators have ordered Jack Ma Ant Group Co.'s online financial titan to return to its roots as a payment service provider, threatening to limit growth in its most profitable consumer lending and wealth management businesses. The central bank summoned Ant executives over the
weekend and told them to rectify the company's lending, insurance and wealth management services, the People's Bank of China said in a statement Sunday. While she stopped to directly ask for the company to break up, the central bank stressed that Ant needed to understand the need to review its business and find a timetable as soon
as possible. The series of edicts poses a serious threat to the expansion of Ma's online financial empire, which has grown rapidly since a PayPal-like operation in a full suite of for the last 17 years. Prior to the regulators' intervention, Ant was ready for a public listing that would value it at more than $300 billion. The Hangzhou-based
company must now move forward with the creation of a separate financial holding company to ensure it has sufficient capital and protect personal private data, the central bank it is the culmination of a series of regulations and points the direction for the future of Ant's business, said Zhang Xiaoxi, a Beijing-based analyst at Gavekal
Dragonomics. We have not yet seen a clear indication of rupture. Ant is a giant player in the world and any breakup must be cautious. Authorities have also blasted Ant for sub-par corporate governance, despising regulatory requirements and engaging in regulatory arbitrage. The central bank said Ant used its domain to exclude rivals,
hurting the interests of its hundreds of millions of consumers. Last week China stepped up its examination of the two pillars of billionaire Ma's internet dominance when it also launched an investigation into alleged monopolistic practices at Ant's subsidiary Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. The e-commerce company's U.S.-listed shares tumbled
more on news of the probe. The state Market Regulation Administration sent investigators to Alibaba on Thursday and the on-site investigation was completed on the day, according to a Saturday report published on a news app run by the Zhejiang Daily. The report cited an unnamed official from the local market regulation watchdog in
Zhejiang province, where Alibaba is based. Ant said in a statement Sunday that it will create a special team to create proposals and a timetable for a review. It will maintain business operations for users, promising to keep costs unchanged for consumers and financial partners while increasing risk control. The pressure on Ma is critical to a
broader effort to curb an increasingly influential internet sphere. Once hailed as drivers of economic prosperity and symbols of the country's technological prowess, the empires built by Ma, the president of Tencent Holdings Ltd., Pony Ma Huateng, and other tycoons are now under scrutiny after amassing hundreds of millions of users and
gaining influence over almost every aspect of daily life in China.Ma's empire is in crisis mode. In early December, with Ant under regulatory control, the man most closely identified with China Inc.'s meteoric rise. Alibaba has lost more than $200 billion in market value since November, when regulators torpedoed what would have been a
$35 billion debut. Alibaba Chief Executive Daniel Zhang said Friday in a meeting with local regulators that the company will only thrive in the future by complying with the rules, state-backed China News Service reported. Ant's executives are part of a task force that already has almost daily interactions with watchdogs. Meanwhile,
regulators, including China Banking and Insurance Regulatory they are considering which companies Ant should give up control to contain the risks it poses to the economy, officials with knowledge of the matter said. They were not content if you carve out its different lines of operation, divide its online and and services, or pursue a
completely different path. Ant backers include Warburg Pincus LLC, Carlyle Group Inc., Silver Lake Management LLC, Temasek Holdings Pte and GIC Pte.Read more: Jack Ma Goes Quiet After Ant Group's Spectacular UndoingAnt's growth potential will be limited with a focus on its payment services, said Shujin Chen, Head of Chinese
Financial Research based in Hong Kong at Jefferies Financial Group Inc. , the online payments industry is saturated and Ant's market share has practically reached its limit. (Updates with Ant investors in the penultimate paragraph) For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comWrite now to keep up with the most reliable corporate
news source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.New retirees are like recent graduates - they're on their own after years of the same routine and need to find a new path to follow. This type of pensioner ventures into the unknown, taking on a new job that they have never done before. I can easily live on a budget of $60,000 (taxes included) but it's
often lower than that. Health insurance is probably one of the most crucial, if not the most crucial, considerations you'll need to make before you quit your job. Investor's Business Daily Buying a stock is easy, but buying the right shares without a time-tested strategy is incredibly difficult. So what are the best stocks to buy now or put on a
watchlist? Investor's Business DailyHow the stock market rally stops, Apple stands out, while Microsoft forms. Elon Musk said Tesla's deliveries are close to a historic milestone. In the past, it paid to buy Berkshire after bad stretches, even the 1974-75 ribassise market and the 1999 tech bubble. Here are 17 tips on how to make the right
financial choices during a difficult recovery. It will definitely be something to celebrate, and that you have already figured out what your retirement income will be is a great start. Americans are entitled to survivor's benefits in some scenarios, even if they are widowers or widowers aged 60 and over; a spouse divorced from a marriage that
lasted 10 years and did not remarry before the age of 60; or a widow or widower at any age who cares for the deceased's child under the age of 16. Spousal benefits can be very confusing, said Kate Gregory, a financial planning firm and president of Gregory Advisors Inc. As a spouse, you are entitled to 50% of your husband's primary
insurance allowance which she would receive at her full retirement age (FRA, who in her case is 66), but must have submitted her benefits before you can do so. (Bloomberg) - It's been a tough year for all accounts. But for Bitcoin, 2020 was a wonderful time. Cryptocurrency nearly quadrupled, surpassing $100 for the first time as it
recorded records after records. Irreducitors applauded it as a hedge of inflation in an era of unprecedented central bank hail. Wall Street veterans from Paul Tudor Jones to Stanley Druckenmiller blessed it as an alternative resource, adding to the rally. E E as MicroStrategy Inc. While none of these reasons to buy Bitcoin behave with its
origins as an alternative to fiat currencies, they indicate a growing acceptance of cryptocurrency as an asset class in its own right. And this has the fanatical community taking yet another victory lap in their quest for legitimacy. What's happening now - and it's happening faster than you can imagine - is that Bitcoin is moving from a marginal
esoteric asset to the mainstream, said Matt Hougan, chief investment officer at Bitwise Asset Management. If it's going mainstream, there's so much money on the margins that they're going to have to come in and establish a position that leaves me very bullish for 2021. But with Bitcoin catching more attention, it could also gather
additional control from regulators, says Guy Hirsch, managing director for the United States at online trading platform eToro. Despite this meteor shower, there are some storm clouds on the horizon, he said, including the fallout from several last-minute actions by the outgoing Trump administration, among others. Devotees say that
somehow, the year devastated by the pandemic turned out to be the perfect environment for the digital currency. Warnings of rampant money printing by global central banks - some of which have begun to disclose their interests in digital assets - have sparked fears of final inflation, while interest rates have fallen to an all-time low. This
prompted some investors to chase returns and hedge with cryptocurrencies, pushing its price over $28,000 from about $7,200 in early January. Predicting where it will go is a fraught exercise. Many left the coin to die after its 2017 rally caused an accident the following year, a period of time sometimes referred to as crypto winter. But it has
risen by more than 300% in 2020 and many investors say it could continue to make money next year. A Deutsche Bank poll found that the majority see it finish 2021 higher, with 41% of participants projecting a goal between $20,000-$49,999 and 12% seeing it cross above $100,000, according to Jim Reid, a strategist at the company.
Previously: Treasury proposes crackdown on virtual currency transfersWhat else is on the radar? For Meltem Demirors, chief strategy officer of Digital Asset Manager CoinShares, there are some concerns about what the incoming Joe Biden administration might mean for the crypto space. In general, I think we've had challenges with the
Dems - they prefer more regulation, more oversight, Demirors said. I'm a little concerned about the direction things are trending, especially around antitrust cases and the erosion of internet privacy. However, industry has allies, Demirors said, including Patrick McHenry of North Carolina and Warren Davidson of Ohio, who she said were
advocates for preserving consumers' financial privacy. In the future, many strategists and the industry could see more control and tighter regulation with Biden in the White House.Much will depend, of course, on who occupies key positions within the administration. Janet Yellen, who was appointed treasury secretary in Biden's
administration, has warned investors about Bitcoin in recent years, saying it was a highly speculative asset and not a stable store of value. A representative did not immediately respond to a request for comment. Meanwhile, Bloomberg News reported that Gary Gensler could be appointed to replace Jay Clayton at the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission. Clayton's exit from the regulator is good news for cryptocurrency fans who have seen him take a hard line over the years, suing to stop initial coin offerings, rejecting requests for funds traded on the bitcoin stock exchange and launching a last-minute lawsuit against Ripple Labs Inc. According to Hirsch of eToro,
there is uncertainty about how the Biden administration will approach cryptocurrencies, but the appointments are notable because Yellen is notoriously anti-crypto and Gensler is known to be pro-crypto. Without knowing how authorities will try to more robustly regulate cryptocurrencies in the coming years, it is difficult for markets to
continue to grow at the same rate as they are now, especially if, as some fear, regulations are enacted to curb innovation rather than promote it, Hirsch said. Again, clarity is the name of the game. For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comWrite now to keep up with the most reliable corporate news source.©2020 Bloomberg
L.P.Beijing is targeting the ecommerce giant and its co-founder. Regulators are likely to go after other companies as well. FEATURE This article is an excerpt from Barron's 10 favorite stocks for 2021. To see the full list, click here. (AAPL) was a juggernaut in 2020. Its shares rose 74%, to a recent $128, on the way to a world-leading $2.
HELP ME WITHDRAW Dear MarketWatch, I am 60 years old and recently I lost my job of 20 years. Given my age and current economic climate, I am considering retiring, at least from full-time work. As investors look to an uncertain year, one thing equity analysts seem to be confident about is that we are in greater market volatility in
2021. (Bloomberg) - Two months ago, global investors including Warburg Pincus, Carlyle, Temasek and GIC were on the verge of a massive windpile from what would be the world's largest initial public offering. Now, the returns of the hundreds of millions of dollars they've invested with Ant Group Co. are at risk. On Sunday, China ordered
Ant to review its activities - ranging from asset management to consumer credit loans and, and - and return to its roots as a payment service. While the central bank's statement was short on details, it poses a serious threat to the growth and more profitable operations of billionaire Jack Ma's online financial empire. Regulators stopped to
ask directly for a break-up of the company, but stressed that it is important that Ant understands the need to review its business and tell it to find a plan and a timetable as soon as possible. Authorities have also rebuked Ant for sub-par corporate governance, contempt for regulatory requirements and commitment to regulatory arbitrage.
The central bank said Ant used its domain to exclude rivals, hurting the interests of its hundreds of millions of consumers. Ant said in response that it will inject a special team to meet regulators' demands. It will maintain business operations for users, promising not to raise prices for consumers and financial partners, while increasing risk
controls. The Hangzhou-based company must create a separate financial holding company to comply with the rules and ensure it has sufficient capital, regulators added. Here are some of the scenarios from investors and analysts on what restructuring might look like:MildOptimists says regulators are simply re-establishing their right to
oversee the country's financial sector, sending a warning to internet companies with no intention of drastic change. Beijing may be trying to set an example from Ma's Ant, the largest of a series of new but pervasive fintech platforms. Previous crackdowns of this kind have dealt short-term blows to companies, leaving them mostly
unharmed. Social media giant Tencent Holdings Ltd., for example, became a prominent target of a campaign to combat gambling addiction among children in 2018. While his actions were successful, they eventually recovered to all-time levels. Ant's subsidiary, Alibaba Group Holding Ltd., also regained investor confidence after short-term
sales following allegations by authorities about everything from unfair squeezing of merchants to turning a blind eye to fakes on its e-commerce platform. I don't think regulators think about breaking Ant, as no fintech company in China has monopoly status, said Zhang Kai, an analyst at market research company Analysys Ltd. The act is
not only to target Ant, but also to send a warning to other Chinese fintech companies. Some see it as an opportunity for Ant. With the industry as a whole facing tougher oversight, Ant has more resources to address challenges as an industry leader, Zhang.Il more of BadA would be if regulators moved to break Ant Group. This would
complicate the shareholder structure and damage the company's fastest growing businesses. Valued at about $315 billion before its initial public offering was halted, Ant raised investments from the world's largest funds. These include: Warburg Pincus LLC, Carlyle Group Inc., Silver Lake Management LLC, Temasek Holdings Pte and and
Pte.Global investors backed the company when it was valued at about $150 billion in the last round of fundraising in 2018. A break-up would have made the return on their investments uncertain, with the timing of an IPO due to be expected in November now pushed into the distant future. The government could ask Ant to spin-off its most
profitable operations in wealth management, credit lending and insurance, offloading them into a financial holding company that will face tighter scrutiny. The emerging reality is that Chinese regulators are adopting similar regulation against banks and fintech players, said Michael Norris, research and strategy manager at Shanghai-based
consulting firm AgencyChina. While the service handled $17 trillion in transactions in a year, online payments were largely at a loss. The two largest mobile payment operators, Ant and Tencent, have heavily subsidized businesses, using them as gateways to win over users. To make money, they used payment services to cross-reference
sales products, including wealth management and credit. Ant's growth potential will be limited with a focus on its payment services, said Chen Shujin, Head of Chinese Financial Research based in Hong Kong at Jefferies Financial Group Inc. On land, the online payments industry is saturated and Ant's market share has practically reached
its limit. NightmareThe worst-case scenario would be for Ant to give up its money, credit and insurance management business, cutting off its operations in units that serve half a billion people. Its wealth management business, which includes the Yu'ebao platform that sells mutual funds and money market funds, accounted for 15% of
revenues. Credit technology, which includes Ant's Huabei and Jiebei units, was the biggest revenue driver for the group, contributing 39% to the total in the first six months of this year. It has granted loans to some 500 million people. This outcome would be supported by the idea that Chinese leaders have frustrated themselves with the
bravado of tech billionaires and want to teach them a lesson by killing their businesses -- even if that means short-term pain for the economy and markets. China's private sector has maintained a delicate relationship with the Communist Party for decades and has only recently been recognized as central to the nation's future. Many



commentators attributed the recent crackdown on fintech companies to remarks made by Ma at a conference in October, when he denounced attempts to curb the burgeoning field as myopic and outdated. Among them, Alibaba, Ant and Tencent commanded combined market capitalization of nearly $2 trillion in November, surpassing
state-owned behemoths like Bank of China Ltd. as the country's most valuable companies. The trio have invested billions of dollars in hundreds of incoming mobile and internet companies, gaining kingmaker status in the world's largest smartphone internet market by users. The Communist Party is the end-everything and the being-all in
China. It controls everything, said Alex Capri, a Singapore-based researcher at the Hinrich Foundation. There is nothing the Chinese Communist Party does not control and anything that seems to come out of its orbit in any way will be pulled back very quickly, he said, adding we can expect to see more. For more articles like this, visit us
at bloomberg.comWrite now to keep up with the most reliable corporate news source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.Il price of the leading cryptocurrency has increased by about 14% in the last 48 hours. He's asking for $2,000, but Congress said no. Lol
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